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CORRESPONDENCE
WHAT'S IN A NAME

The Editor

Dear Sir,
I am greatly distressed by a contributor to
your latest Journal (Vol. 13, No. 5, October 1972)
who had placed the terms "SENIOR LECTURER
AND CONSULTANT PHYSICIAN" after his
name. I have no doubt that he is an excellent physician but as far as I am aware the term "Senior
Lecturer" is a University designation and "Consultant Physician" is a Government designation and
"ne'er the twain shall meet". Otherwise you will
next have Government doctors using the terms
lecturer, senior lecturer and professor after their

equivalents. What is sauce for the goose is sauce
for the gander. One presumes that the only reason
for contributing to a Journal is to inform. To make
sure that this is so, I would suggest that in future
all papers should only have the author's name
and place of work printed, omiting the degrees
and other fancy decorations.
I would welcome comments from you and your
readers.
Dr. P. H. Feng

Smith & Nephew
Fellowships in Surgery

(including Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
Smith & Nephew Associated Companies
Limited invite applications for awards of
six Fellowships in surgery, including
Obstetrics and Gynaecology, in 1974.
The object of the Fellowships is to enable
overseas surgeons to pursue postgraduate study
or research in surgery in the United Kingdom.
Candidates should have had at least two years'
general clinical experience since registration
and should preferably have held residential
hospital appointments in surgery.

.'

The awards will be of £15oo sterling
(under review) plus return fare to the
United Kingdom, and will be tenable for
one year only.
All arrangements for successful applicants
to follow their chosen studies will be made
by the Company.
Applications, which will be considered by
an appropriate panel, must be received by
14th May, 1973, envelopes to be endorsed
`Fellowships'.

Application forms and further details may be obtainedfrom
The Fellowships Administrator

Smith & Nephew Associated Companies Limited

.N: Temple

Place, Victoria Embankment, London WC2R 3PB

